
Act One Theater Camp Filming Guide 
Holding a performance based class completely online means campers will need to 
record material from home and we are inviting family members to join in the fun!   

Campers will be able to accomplish much of the filming on their own but will often 
need help recording scenes, songs and dances for our final show.  Our on-camera 

teacher, Mr. Jason, will be covering the in’s and out’s of at-home movie making but 
we wanted to make sure parents and family had some basic info as well.   

Below is a helpful guide to reference when it’s time to start recording.   
Thank you for helping us get the best footage possible for our final show! 

Camera 
Please use what you have available.  Smart phones work best but we understand if 
they are not always accessible.  Other ways to record include tablets, computer 

cameras, DSLR’s or camcorders.  Whatever you end up using just make sure you can 
create a digital file to send off for editing.  

Tripod 
Please use if you have one.  If you don’t, no problem!  Mr. Jason will give students DIY 

camera holder tips using common household items.   

Shot List 
Students will work with teachers to develop a ‘shot list’. This will be a helpful tool 

for knowing what to record and how. 

Cropping/Framing 
Make sure to avoid too much space above the actors head.  

The shot list the will include the proper way to frame each actor.  
Please use the framing graphic below as a reference.  



Camera Left/Camera Right 
Blocking on camera indicates the perspective of the camera and not the actor.  So 

camera left is the actors right and camera right is the actors left.  

Eye-lines 
In order to sync up performances when editing make sure to follow assigned 

directions. The shot list will also indicate what side of frame the actor should be on 
and where they should be looking.  

Example:  Medium Shot, Camera left looking Diagonally Camera Right. 
Example 2: Close Up, Center Frame, Looking Slightly Up  

Lighting 
Try to film in a well lit area with the light sources IN FRONT of the actor.   

We want to make sure we can see the actors face so watch out for too much 
backlight!  That means avoid recording with a window, lamp or other bright light 

directly behind the actor.  Natural light from windows is great as long as it is shining 
on the actors face and not their back.  In general more lighting is better, as long as it 

is in front and not behind.   

Background 
Clean and simple backgrounds are best but no need to stress about a perfect 

recreation of a setting.  Try to avoid filming in a place with lots of distractions. 

Sound 
Actors will need to use more volume when further away from the microphone.   

When reading lines with the actor, make sure to not overlap so teachers can have 
‘clean audio’ for editing.  

  
Moment Before and After 

After calling ‘Action’ have the actor wait a moment or two before the first line and 
wait a moment or two after the last line before calling ‘Cut’.  This gives teachers 

some much needed space when editing performances together.  

Experimentation 
We are encouraging students to use their creativity throughout the camps so be aware 

that students may be asked to use household items for fun camera shots/angles.  
Students may also be asked to shoot ‘B-Roll’ by recording elements of their home to 

be used in their project.  

Uploading 
Once footage has been shot, please help students send it to their teacher for editing.  

Send any footage recorded to videos@actonetheatrecamp.com 
You may find it easier to use Dropbox, WeTransfer or Google Drive when sending.    

mailto:videos@actonetheatrecamp.com


It will help us to know which files go to which teacher so we ask that you rename clips 
before sending.  Please use this format for naming footage: 

Teacher_StudentName_Project 
example: Ms.Jennifer_JaneDoe_BarbieGirlSong 

By week two of camp students should have a good idea of how to do everything on 
this list but feel free to email us with any questions or concerns you have. 

info@actonetheatrecamp.com


